Project Goals and Design
The goal of this project was to transform the course HIST 325 “History and Memory in Central Europe” from an on-line, three-week course into a full-semester honors course that aligned with the newly-adopted Liberal Education global and integrated learning outcomes and rubrics. The new course would include interdisciplinary perspectives on memory studies and a broader global comparative component exploring the impact of memories of Central Europe for ethnic communities in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

The project was inspired by Teresa Sanislo’s experience leading the CETS program, teaching other global and integrated learning courses, and piloting the new LE rubrics. John Lanska took HIST 325 in the winter prior to the project. Lanska is a honors student whose expertise spans the sciences, humanities, and the arts (music). The collaborative element of the project allowed us to consider the course redesign from both the faculty and honors student perspective.

Methods and Outcomes
This summer we discussed the rationale of the LE outcomes and rubrics and conducted bibliographic and on-line research to locate a range of books, journal articles, videos, on memory studies and web materials on ethnic associations and memory sites in Wisconsin.

Of the articles and books that discussed the biology or psychology of memory, priority was given to books and articles written by leading experts in the field of memory research.

A key consideration was that content be accessible to non-science majors. Resources were sought that discussed the significance of several famous classical composers and their influence on the cultural memory of Central European ethnic groups.

We developed a bibliography of resources to expand the interdisciplinary perspectives offered in the course and add a transnational unit on Central European immigration history.

Follow-up work this spring produced video-taped interviews (to be streamed for the course) of a range of faculty discussing how their discipline approaches memory studies. Sanislo plans to teach the new honors course and assess student work using the new R2 and IL rubrics when staffing permits. Insights from this research project were already used for the fall-semester non-honors section of this course.
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